EXPEDITIONS EXTRAORDINAIRE
A bespoke, high-end travel service providing one-off experiences, anywhere in the world.
Our motto: “The answer is always YES!”
We clearly understand the needs of well-heeled travelers. As such, we established a dedicated arm of
THE URBAN SAFARI to address their unique lifestyle. Without judgment. Without hesitation.
Need a museum opened on a day it’s closed, “Yes.”
Want a private shopping trip with a Hollywood celebrity, “Yes!”
Don’t want to be bored on your private jet ride from SF to LA, “Famous comedian on board”
A private one-day (or 5-day!) tour of the Wine country? “Just NO Merlot…!”
San Diego Zoo, 2 hours before public opening, “Of course.”
Yacht? “How long?”
A private expedition in San Francisco, with superb tickets to a world-class symphony, or sporting event and
dinner at a Michelin rated restaurant? “What time would you like dinner?”
A 12 year-olds “perfect” day in NYC, a private drawing session with a cartoon artist, then a graphic artist for the
hero’s logo, a tee-shirt shop. Result: highly-exclusive, ‘Superhero Club’ shirts. “Shazaam!”
Private s’mores session at a secluded beach “With hand-made marshmallows, of course!”
Two Bell jet helicopters for transport to save 35 minutes on a trip? “For a bit more sleep”

Over-the-top attention to every detail ensures a seamless event for our domestic and international clients.
Two weeks of preparation for a two hour expedition is not uncommon.
Contingency planning, security, and anonymity are routine issues, all handled with great respect and care.

EXPEDITIONS EXTRAORDINAIRE can organize one specific element of a journey, or the whole enchilada.
Whether needing decompression time, a return to simplicity, a few hours or weeks of privacy, or adrenalinepumping excitement, there is a growing trend to cater to discriminating travelers who demand, and deserve,
something different.
Unforeseen events provide our concierge-level consultants the chance to free our guests from the grip of
vacation disaster. Hurricanes, volcanoes or more chilled champagne? Call us, 24/7. We expect the unexpected.
Our Chief Criteria for a Successful Adventure:
:
After excitedly sharing the tales of their hand-crafted experiences with close friends and colleagues ‘back
home’, our guests will NEVER hear:
“Oh yeah, we did that too.”

EXPEDITIONS EXTRAORDINAIRE…call Daniel on his private cell, at +1-415-465-5500

